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Quick Preview

For FixMatch-based methods, a high confidence threshold !
plays a role of filtering noise ones, but also leading to low 
data utilization (blue curves)

Figure 1. Visualization of the experimental results on 
CIFAR-100 with 10000 labeled data.

how to tackle this issue ?

Ø Assign pseudo-label for potential example ?
• make more low-entropy prediction

Ø how to use low-confident data (mostly wrong pseudo-
label)?
• Introduce negative pseudo-label



Quick Preview

Entropy Meaning Loss (EML) Adaptive Negative Learning (ANL)

EML impose an additional constraint on all 
non-target classes, aims to share the 
remaining confidence (1 − #$%) equaly.

ANL dynamic estimate a suitable k
so that model’s top-k accuracy is
closed to 100%, and then categories
ranked after top-k can be assigned
negative pseudo-labels.

Our proposed FullMatch Framework



Quick Preview

Ø FullMatch and FullFlex are both effective,
and achieving the SOTA performance in
CIFAR-10/100, SVHN and STL-10.

Ø Following TorchSSL, we conduct experiments
on ImageNet, obviously our method are also
effective.

Ø Ablation Study on CIFAR-100.
EML and ANL are all useful
and can promote each other.



Motivation

FixMatch (NeurIPS 2020)

[1] Kihyuk Sohn, David Berthelot, Nicholas Carlini, Zizhao Zhang, Han Zhang, Colin A Raf- fel, Ekin Dogus Cubuk, Alexey Kurakin, and Chun-
Liang Li. Fixmatch: Simplifying semi- supervised learning with consistency and confidence. NeurIPS, 33, 2020

Figure 1. Visualization of the experimental results on 
CIFAR-100 with 10000 labeled data.

For FixMatch-based methods, a high confidence threshold !
plays a role of filtering noise ones, but also leading to low 
data utilization (blue curves)



Limitations of Prior Works
• Low threshold risks

introducing noise;

• Data wastes still exists, i.e.,
low-confident data are hard
to involve to model training.

Dash (ICML 2021 )

FlexMatch (NeurIPS 2021)

Dynamic Threshold Methods based on FixMatch

Motivation



Introduction

For potential example (the maximum confidence is close to the predefined threshold), We
propose Entropy Meaning Loss (EML).

Ø EML imposes additional supervision on all non-target to push their prediction close to a 
uniform distribution, thus preventing any class competition with the target class.

Ø Different with previous works, EML aims to make more low-entropy prediction.

Ø Benefit from untuning the threshold, EML can be also applied to any dynamic-threshold 
methods.



Introduction

For low-confident example (the maximum confidence is far from to the predefined threshold),
We propose Adaptive Negative Learning (ANL).

FixMatch is confused by several top classes (e.g., “dog”, “frog”), however 
it shows highly confidence that some low-rank classes (e.g.,“airplane”, 
“horse”) are not ground truth class.

ANL dynamic calculate a k so that the 
accuracy of top-k is close to 1, and then 
regard the classes ranked after k as 
negative pseudo-labels



Method

Entropy Meaning Loss (EML)

EML impose an additional constraint on all non-target classes,
aims to share the remaining confidence equaly.



Method

Adaptive Negative Learning (ANL)

• calculate temp labels based weakly-aug predict;
• calculate minimum k to top-k acc is 100% based strongly-aug and temp labels;

• Ranked after k in weakly-aug prediction are assigned negative pseudo-labels.



Method

Overall Framework



Main Results in four popular SSL benchmarks

Experiments

Compared SOTA methods on ImageNet



Ablation Study

Effect on different components

Experiments

Experiment on different coefficients of EML and ANL



Conclusion

To summarize, our key contributions include:

Ø We propose an extra loss function, namely EML. It can help to generate more
low-entropy prediction under the same threshold.

Ø We propose ANL, a novel negative pseudo-labels allocation scheme. It can
involves all samples into model learning, including low-confidence ones.

Ø By integrated EML and ANL into FixMatch, we proposed FullMatch framework.
It achieves remarkable gains on five benchmark.

Ø Our method is shown to be orthogonal to other FixMatch-based framework. 
Specifically, FlexMatch with our method, achieves state-of-the-art results.


